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When we talk about the role of strong core stabilization we need to also include the 
pelvic stabilizers. The rotational forces , that are generated when we move our body 
need to be absorbed through different structures of the body. Think of your pelvis 
when you are walking and  running - what do you think is stabilizing the pelvis?
I’ll take Glute Med for $500 please Alex
I mean What is Gluteus Medius?

When we run we need to support up to three times our body weight on one leg - the 
muscle that is responsible for stabilizing the pelvis is this muscle just above the 
bigger Glute Max . We need to remember that any weakness in the  chain will effect 
the whole movement , and can possibly lead to injuries into lower portions of the 
kinetic chain (think ITB tightness and possibly ITB syndrome).

Here is a simple progression from lying hip abduction to standing hip abduction and 
finally a dynamic hip abduction exercise.

Lying Hip abduction  
Notice anchor at my knee  Sweep away from the body  Do not let opposite hip roll up 
-use those Core muscles

  
Standing Hip Abduction  
Anchor at the knee  Sweep away from the body  Key in on Core stabilization - I use 
the pulley itself for a little balance -then I’ll work my way to “No Hands”
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Dynamic Hip Abduction 
Make sure there is enough tension on the band  Small steps -internally rotate the 
hips -what’s happening with your core ? Note the placement of the band .

 

 
 

Sets and Reps
Complete 2 sets of 12-15 reps / 2 times a week .
We should implement these exercises towards the end of a training session , after 
we have trained the prime movers . Progress this exercise from lying into the more 
dynamic hip abduction exercise . Make sure , to progress it at your own pace and 
what your body can absorb .
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